
A hate crime is any criminal
offence where the victim (or any
other person) believes it to be
motivated by prejudice or hate
due to the victim having (or
perceived by the offender as
having) a protected characteristic
such as:

• A person's disability
• Their race, ethnicity or

nationality
• Their religion or belief
• Their sexual orientation
• Their transgender identity
• Their sex or gender

Hate crime can be against the
person, or the person's property.

A hate incident (rather than a hate
crime) is recorded where the
circumstances of the report don’t
amount to a criminal offence.

What is a hate crime?

Reporting hate crime

There are also a range of
other reporting methods
available for the deaf,
hard of hearing or

A victim of hate crime will always be
contacted by our Victim Care Unit
for additional support:

• Emergency: 999
• Non-emergency: 101

• Report hate crime
• Report crime online

Our website also provides a
webchat function.

Emergency:
SMS/text 999 or textphone/
minicom 18000
Non-emergency:
SMS/text 67101 or
textphone/minicom 18001
101

For non-emergency
contact you can also use
signlive.co.uk

Third party reporting:
report-it.org.uk/

Hate Incidents in Schools and recognising potential extremist behaviour

Speak to us…

When attempting to identify extremist behaviour in a young person we
often see many of the same characteristics that we see in other
vulnerabilities, but some are specific to extremism…
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Speak to your local Prevent Team if you
would like to discuss any concerns on:

01392 225130

Please allow this number to ring until
the answerphone connects as it calls all
of our offices and may not be answered
immediately.
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https://www.devon-cornwall.police.uk/reporthc
https://services.devon-cornwall.police.uk/crimereporting/


5. Genocide
The deliberate , systemic extermination of an entire people

violence

discrimination

acts of prejudice

Terror
Murder Murder

Rape

Domestic violence
Harassment

Verbal abuse

Street harassment

Sexist language
Rape jokes

Micro aggressions
Racial jokes

Racial slurs

Racial
stereotypes

Gender
stereotypes

Verbal abuse

Sexual discriminationRacial discrimination

Hate crime

Harassment

Assault Sexual assault

attitudes and beliefs

4. Violence
Against property: Arson, desecration
Against people: Threats, assault, terrorism, murder

3. Discrimination
Employment discrimination, housing discrimination, educational discrimination,
harassment (hostile acts based on a person’s race, religion, nationality, sexual
orientation or gender)

2. Acts of prejudice
Name calling , ridicule, social avoidance, social exclusion, telling belittling jokes

1. Prejudiced attitudes
Accepting stereotypes, not challenging belittling jokes, scapegoating (assigning
blame to people because of their group identity

racial violence sexual violence

Pyramid of hate Race and sexual violence pyramid

The hate crime pyramid can be a
good way of visualising and starting
discussions with students about how
lower level behaviours and attitudes,
such as racist or sexist jokes for
example, can create an environment
that can foster more serious
offending to take place as it
normalises prejudiced thinking and
behaviour. Challenging such
behaviour at the base of the pyramid
can potentially prevent the unhealthy
or toxic cultures that appear to be
forming in some places. The online

virtual space, including sharing
inappropriate WhatsApp memes
within groups etc, is also important
as sharing or being exposed to
material online that perpetuates
harmful stereotypes, promotes
division or hate can bleed through to
the real world classroom
environment and contribute to real
world words and actions. If allowed
to be established prejudiced
mindsets can lead to more serious
criminal offending higher up the
pyramid.

The race and sexual violence pyramid
show the similar behaviours
displayed by perpetrators with
regard to how actions can escalate to
violence and serious criminal

offending.
Professionals should be mindful of
these characteristics in order to
identify and make evidential referrals
to the Police.

Yourpolice.uk
The official UK Police Instagram channel for teens.
A safe space with reliable info, advice & weekly quizzes!

Visit instagram channel

Visit dcdhub.orgA website from Devon and Cornwall Police for professionals working with children and young people
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